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Signaling highlights for the year 2015-16 

1. 33 Nos of stations has been replaced with Mechanical signaling into 
Electrical signaling. This helps to improve reliability of train operation 
more safely and fastly. This type of replacement reduces frequency of 
train detention and train punctuality improves. 
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2. Advanced power supply arrangement has been provided at 42 nos. of 

locations along with IPS. This will helps to continue power supply even 
after local power supply. This type of installation improves reliability of 
signalling circuits with any interruption. This will also improve problems 
concerning to Blanking of signals which reduces train detention. 

 
 
 
 



3. More reliable, Fast and safe operation of lifting barrier has been provided 
at 15 nos. of Level crossing gates. Lifting barrier has been replaced with 
Electrical operation from Mechanical operation. This type of improvement 
increases safety, reliability, fast operation of lifting barrier, reduced 
waiting time for road side user.  

 
4. 4 Nos of Level crossing gates has been closed as provision of Road Over 

Bridge for public convenience has been provided.  
 
5. Data Logger equipment has been provided at 09 stations in Nagpur 

Division. This will help to visible yard layout simulation in one screen. 
This will give each and every changes of signalling aspects and 
movement of train operation. More convenient for maintenance point of 
view. Keeps record of each operation of station layout. Less time to 
recover failures, reduces man power, improves punctuality of trains. It 
plays an vital role in accidents. 
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6. 39 Nos starter signals shifted for increasing the capacity of coaches at 
platform. This will accommodate more coaches a platform. This will 
increase capacity of passengers and goods. 
 

7. Additional facility of sliding boom has been provided in Level Crossing 
gates for more safety and reliable operation of gates. Even if when due 
to inoperative of lifting barrier the sliding boom can be utilised to avoid 
the detention of train and safety of road side user. This type of 
improvement increases safety, reliability, fast operation of Level crossing 
gates and decreases waiting time for road users. 

 
 

8. The point machine plays an important role in signalling, this mechanism 
used to for negotiating the direction of train movement. 153 Nos of old 
point machines has been replaced with new point machines. This will 
increase safety, reliable train operation. 
85 Nos of Ground connections related to point machine has also 
replaced. 

 
 
 
 
 



9. Battery is an integral part of the signalling infrastructure to provide 
backup power and keep the signalling system operational in case of any 
interruption/ breakdown in Mains power. 4498 Nos of Battery has been 
replaced with new battery. 

        
10. Shelf type relay plays a vital role in signalling circuits, which is directly 

connected to train movement. 635 nos of Shelf type of relay has been 
replaced.  

 
11.  Block instrument is an vital signalling equipment for controlling the 

movement of train in the block section (between two station). 73 Nos of 
Block instrument has been replaced. 

 
 
12. Glued joints are used in tracks that meet certain requirements regarding 

stability, good tamping and sleeper quality. 348 Nos of Glued joint has 
been replaced. 
 Reduced wear in wheel overrunning area 
 Reduced maintenance costs  
 Reduced noise 
 Greater riding comfort  

 

 



13. Isolation Transformer is an signalling arrangement which controls 
blanking of LED signals. This will helps in reliable operation of trains. 
Reduces train detention. 361 nos of isolation transformer has been 
provided. 

 
 
14.  538 nos of D type fuses has been provided. If the main fuse blown off 

then this of type of arrangement provides backup without interrupting 
signalling circuit to impede and avoid the failure.  

 
. 

15. 40 kms of Defective cable has been replaced. This will enhance reliable 
operation of signalling circuits. Reduction in signalling failure, improves 
punctuality of trains.  
 

16. 802 Nos of Shunt signal and 964 Nos of route signal, LED signal aspects 
has been provided for more reliable, clear visibility of signalling aspect. 



                   

17. Track lead wire are used in track circuit signalling. For more reliable 
working of track circuit, duplication of track lead wire also provided. This 
will help in minimising the detention of trains. The details of track lead 
wire provision in this financial year is as under:- 

 Duplication of Track lead wire:- 590 nos. 
 Replacement of track lead wire:- 293 nos. 

 
18. Remote terminal unit is provided in IBH and Level crossing gates, this is 

small datalogger type equipment, which stores data and each and every 
operation of LC gates. 8 Nos of RTU has been provided.  
                                         

 
 
19. Maintenance free earth:- It is a new type of earthing system which is 

readymade, standardized and scientifically developed. This type of 
earthing arrangement maintains stable and consistent earth resistance 
zone, which provides the increased surface area for peak current 



dissipation. And also get stable reference point. 15 Nos of Maintenance 
free earthing has been provided. 

                               
20. Station Mater Slide has been converted to rotary type switch panel. 

Station master Slide was mechanically operated mechanism for signalling 
operation. This type of signalling takes more time for signal operation 
and was inconvenient for station master to operate. Rotary type switch 
panel has been provided instead of SM slide for more fast, reliable, safe 
and convenient operation of panel. This reduces time while operation and 
hence enhances improvement in punctuality of trains. 10 Nos of SM slide 
has been converted with Rotary switch panel.  

 
 

21. CO2 type Fire Extinguishers is an active fire protection device used to 
extinguish or control small fires, often in emergency situations. This is 
useful when sudden fire extinguishes. It and important aspect of safety. 30 
Nos of CO2 fire extinguisher has been provided. This is and important 
safety aspect for signalling rooms such as Relay room, Battery room etc.  



 

22. Block proving axle counter(BPAC): In busy section if receiving end SM 
fails to follow the procedure strictly, there is a possibility of block being 
closed even if parting has occurred in mid-section and complete train has 
not arrived. Some accidents had taken place on this account. To avoid 
detentions to trains and ensure safe working of trains, Axle counters are 
used for complete arrival of trains and closing of block sections 
automatically. 10 Nos of BPAC has been provided. 

  
 

23.Universal fail safe Block Interface(UFSBI): This is an advance type of block 
instrument which is used for proper clearance and verification of admitting 
and despatching  of complete trains. It also checks whether the block 
section is occupied or clear. 4 Nos of UFSBI has been provided. 



 

23. DUAL detection is an standby arrangement for axle counters which 
enhances safety, reliable working of axle counter. This type of arrangement 
provides additional facility in cases is one DAC is not working then by use of dual 
detection the signalling circuit will not be affected.  

 
 

 


